We present an analysis of complete positivity (CP) constraints on qutrit quantum channels that have a form of affine transformations of generalized Bloch vector. For diagonal (damping) channels we derive conditions analogous to the ones that in qubit case produce tetrahedron structure in the channel parameter space.
I. INTRODUCTION
The analysis of quantum channels -completely positive trace preserving maps -is one of the crucial points for quantum information theory. Quantum channels correspond to processes that physically may take place and lead to evolution of a quantum state [1, 2] .
For qubit case, we already know the analysis of quantum qubit channels [3] . This analysis gives us a connection between the physical evolution of the system written via Bloch equations and quantum channel formalism [3] .
Hence one can derive mathematical conditions on parameters that appear in Bloch formalism.
These mathematical conditions are the consequence of the fact that each physical process is a completely positive map. * Electronic address: agata.checinska@fuw.edu.pl
In our work, we aim at presenting similar analysis for qutrit channels. Qutrit states are states belonging to three dimensional Hilbert space and, in analogy to qubit case, one can use generalized Bloch formalism to describe their evolution [4] . Generalized Bloch equations, that describe for instance three level atoms, may present the physical context for the evolution of qutrit quantum state. In analogy to qubit case, we investigate the evolution of generalized Bloch vector that evolves within a Bloch ball. As a natural choice, we investigate qutrit channels of the general form of linear transformation on the qutrit Bloch vector -studying affine transformations on qutrit Bloch vectors. We parameterize qutrit channels and then derive conditions for channel parameters in order to obtain physical transformations: completely positive maps (CPM). In qubit channel analysis a tetrahedron structure of completely positive maps appears (for qubit unital channels), we show analogous analysis for qutrit channels, for which more sophisticated channel geometry emerge. This new result on qutrit channels can be linked with the analysis of bipartite qutrit states via Jamiolkowski isomorphism.
II. STATE DESCRIPTION
Let us first recall the idea behind the Bloch formalism. This, in qubit case, corresponds to the choice of representation of the qubit state density operator: the basis of Pauli matrices σ i [1, 5] 
where b is a three dimensional, real Bloch vector, describing the qubit state and satisfying b 2 ≤ 1 (equality for pure states). Qubit states occupy entirely the Bloch ball. In a similar way we can represent a qutrit state, a state belonging to three dimensional Hilbert space.
In qutrit case the choice of representation is set to be the basis of Gell-Mann matrices λ i , the generators of SU (3) group [6] 
Here n is a generalized Bloch vector, real and eight dimensional. Qutrit states can be characterized by condition n ≤ 1. However, qutrit case is more sophisticated: pure states are states for which two conditions are satisfied [4, 6] :
where * -product is defined as ( A * B) i = d ijk A j B k , with d ijk being totally symmetric tensor [4] . Qutrit states belong to a generalized Bloch ball, qutrit pure states belong to the unit sphere S 7 = { n ∈ R 8 : n 2 = 1}.
However, physical qutrit states do not occupy entirely the generalized Bloch ball. The pure qutrit states (states satisfying conditions (3)) form a subset of the unit sphere. They can be parametrized with 4 parameters [6] as follows
where 0 ≤ θ, φ < π 2 , 0 ≤ χ 1 , χ 2 < 2π and overall phase was omitted. Hence, the set of pure qutrit states is a 4 dimensional subset of 7 dimensional sphere.
III. COMPLETELY POSITIVE TRACE PRESERVING MAPS
It was shown in [7] that physical transformations must not only be positivity preserving but there exist more subtle conditions to satisfy, these are called complete positivity (CP) conditions [2, 7] . The classification of qubit channels according to complete positivity is well known [3] . We want to present similar analysis for qutrit channels. 
is positive (where I (m) is the identity operator on the algebra M (m) of m × m complex matrices) [7] . Clearly, this amounts to saying that Φ acts on a subsystem A of a larger Hilbert space and there is a reservoir (or subsystem B)
on which we act with unit operator I (m) . Here, we do not know the dimension of the reservoir and therefore Φ (m) must be positive for any m.
It was shown that every CPM has an operatorsum or Kraus representation [8]
with K i being a set of Kraus operators satisfy-
To evaluate whether a given transformation Φ (a linear map) is completely positive we need to construct the so called dynamical (or Choi) matrix of the size N 2 × N 2 (N is the dimension of the system of interest). We will denote the dynamical matrix with D Φ [2, 7] . Dynamical matrix represents uniquely channel action. We denote with E jk N × N matrix with 1 at position (j,k) and zeros elsewhere. The map Φ is CPM iff
is positive semi-definite (D Φ ≥ 0). Once again, when its action is rewritten as
where coefficients Φ µν,στ characterize channel action, we see that we work with N 4 numbers.
Channels versus states -Jamiolkowski isomorphism
On the other hand, N 2 × N 2 , positive and hermitian dynamical matrix D Φ must correspond to a density operator acting on an N 2 -dimensional Hilbert space. This correspondence is up to the normalization factor, since
N D Φ is a proper density matrix that we can write as
The set of density operators defined by the dynamical matrices is only a subset of density matrices in N 2 -dimensional Hilbert space, since dynamical matrices must satisfy T r A D Φ = I.
The fact that completely positive maps Φ CP M , which are represented uniquely by they dynamical matrices, correspond to states is known as the Jamiolkowski isomorphism [9] .
Therefore, when analyzing quantum qutrit channels we can reinterpret it as an analysis of two qutrit quantum states, in qutrit case N = 3, therefore ρ Φ is a 9 × 9 matrix.
IV. QUANTUM QUBIT CHANNELS A. Bloch equations
To recall the qubit case analysis, we can start with a two-level quantum system and its evolution. The latter can be written by means of Bloch equations that are equations for components of Bloch vector b = (u, v, w). If we take, for instance, the decoherence of a twolevel atom, these equations reaḋ
and represent the evolution of the system. Here Ω, ∆ are Rabi frequency and detuning respectively. However, not every affine transformation of the (qubit) Bloch vector will be a completely positive map.
B. Affine transformations on qubit Bloch vectors
The analysis of completely positive trace preserving maps on M 2 (complex two dimensional matrices) has been studied extensively [3, 5] and gives the answer to the problem.
Without loss of generality one can analyze qubit channels that transform qubit Bloch vector according to
where matrix Λ qb = diag{Λ 
with its center defined by t and its axes by Λ i .
The set of conditions on both Λ qb i and t qb i can be found in [3, 5] . When we limit ourselves just to diagonal qubit channels (meaning t qb = 0), then the set of allowed Λ qb i forms a tetrahedron structure [2, 3] . This structure reappears also in the space of two qubit states.
V. QUANTUM QUTRIT CHANNELS A. Qutrit Bloch equations
As before, we can start the analysis of transformations on qutrit quantum states with the analysis of a three level atom for wich we can write down Bloch equations. Three level atom is not the only possible physical realization [10, 11] but it is very illustrative. The analog of the Bloch vector for the case of a three level atom was in the beginning introduced as a (eight dimensional, real) coherent vector S [12] , which components (denoted as u, v, w) were defined as
with 1 ≤ j < k ≤ 3 and 1 ≤ l ≤ 2. Now, as an example of the physical system we can take a three level atom for which nonzero dipole moments are between levels 1 and 2, and 2 and 3.
The atom interacts with the electric field (two electromagnetic waves incident on the atom) and we assume that detunings are the same 
where α, β are related to two Rabi frequencies [12] . These equations are a generalization of the equations we have seen in the qubit case.
In this work we use slightly different nota- 
where Λ = diag{Λ 1 , ..., Λ 8 } consists of 8 damping coefficients and t is an eight dimensional translation. The image of the set of pure states under this transformation is
together with the condition for * -product n * n = n
On the other hand, parameters Λ i , t i must sat- We will first look at the channels that consist only of damping matrix (diagonal channels) and do not have a translation. These channels are in fact unital, since they leave maximally mixed state unchanged (they are called bistochastic maps [2] ). Later on, we will look at channels that include also translations of Bloch vector.
C. CPM conditions for diagonal channels
In qubit case, the action of the diagonal channel can be written as
whereas for qutrits we have
In both cases, we assume that the nature of Λ i parameters is quasi-damping, hence
This comes from the fact that n 2 ≤ 1 at all times, therefore, the change of any initial Bloch vector will lead to a vector within the (gener- If we assume, for example, that
then time evolution of the Bloch vector n(t) is given by:
We can then identify Λ i = e γ i t and conditions on Λ i will impose conditions on γ i . The structure of the set {Λ CP M } For qubit case, the allowed values of damping parameters {Λ CP M qb,i } i=1,2,3 form a characteristic structure (tetrahedron, [3] ). We are interested in the structure that appears in qutrit case. The main obstacle here is the size of parameter space. We have eight parameters on which we impose our CPM constraints. We can investigate the {Λ CP M } set projecting it onto subspaces. It is easier to work with parameters paired according to (
(this pairing refers to the form of Gell-Mann matrices). We can also put together (Λ 3 , Λ 8 ) (two diagonal Gell-Mann matrices) though not necessarily, since the equations are not symmetric in these two.
On Fig.1-Fig.4 
D. CPM conditions for channels based only on translations
In this section we will analyze shortly the constraints of complete positivity on the possible translations. The change of qutrit Bloch vector in this case will be of the form:
where t = (t 1 , ..., t 8 ). This type of channel is nonunital. Below we show some examples of channels, for which we choose just two free parameters. First, let us look at the translation of the form
It turns out that effectively, parameters X, Y must satisfy On the other hand, if we let the translation to shift also the 8th component by the same amount as the 3rd component, therefore translation having a form
then the allowed set of parameters X, Y is further limited with respect to X -this parameter must satisfy Y ≤ 1/6. And both parameters X, Y must satisfy
This is shown on Fig.6 . The ellipsoid shape from Fig.5 is now reshaped.
E. CPM conditions for diagonal channels with translations
We have seen what are the CP conditions for diagonal channels and investigated some examples of channels built up only with translations. What occurs when these two effects combine? Let us take the channel that changes the Bloch vector according to and we assume that translation is equal to the product of these two (XY). 
where |Ψ = |0, 0 and |φ = At the end we looked at the two qutrit states that correspond to qutrit channels we investigated, via Jamiolkowski isomorphism. As an example we give a channel that corresponds to a state which does not belong to the so called magic simplex.
One of the interesting points would be to estab- The roots can be of course found explicitly, but we do not present them here. This occurs for parametrization shown in Fig.2 .
